An Approach towards Eco-labeling of Compressed Air Filters Based on Carbon Footprint
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Abstract: Compressed air—a major industrial energy carrier, its filters are used to reach the required cleanliness level of compressed air. These filters, however, introduce a pressure drop which results in a loss of energy. It is shown that over the life cycle of a compressed air filter, the pressure drop dominates the total energy consumption and subsequently, the carbon footprint. From an economic as well as an ecologic point of view, a reduction of the pressure drop is hence of utmost importance. Based on this finding and structuring, the wide range of applications and operational parameters, a pragmatic and technically feasible eco-labeling system for compressed air filters was developed as a decision supporting tool. Using this tool, procurement managers as well as the process engineers and environmental officers are able to steer the selection of suitable compressed air filters. The approach has been proposed to and discussed with various representatives of the compressed air filter industry nevertheless there is probably a long way to go to establish such a labeling procedure in industry.
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1. Introduction

Compressed air is one of the most important energy carriers for industrial processes and applications, e.g. electronics, life sciences, health care and chemical processing systems. In European Union, approximately 320,000 compressors are installed in industry with an estimated annual energy input of approximate 80 billion kWh, i.e. nearly 10% of the power generated for industrial usage in the EU is needed for compressed air supply only [1]. Based on this study, the number of globally installed compressors can be estimated to nearly 860,000 and the related power requirement to nearly 200 billion kWh. Consequently, compressed air plays an important role in the global energy sector and the efficiency of its generation, cleaning, distribution and use needs to be carefully investigated [2].

Compressors are used to compress the incoming atmospheric air to a desired pressure level between a few bar up to more than 400 bar. However, most industrial applications use pressure levels less than 16 bar. Therefore, only this pressure range is considered here. The compressed air inside a compressor is typically dirty, because of the (unwanted but unavoidable) dispersion of lubricating oil droplets and release of solid particles, e.g. from abrasion on top of the intrusion of dust particles with the incoming atmospheric air. On the other side, the cleanliness of the used compressed air has to fulfill different standards depending on the application. The requirements are highest for applications in hospitals, the pharmaceutical or food industry, but even in low-level applications like tire pressurization, the majority of oil droplets and solid particles have to be removed from the compressed air flow.

A variety of filter types are hence used solid particle filters, oil droplet filters, water filters and in special cases even adsorptive filters to remove gaseous pollutants from the air for cleaning the compressed air to the desired level. Filters with different qualities are available to meet the different
cleanliness requirements. In a typical installation (Fig. 1), compressed air is distributed over the premise using a network of pipes, valves, flanges and sealings. Compressed air filters are on one hand used just downstream of the compressors to protect the network and on the other hand upstream of the consumers and/or processes to protect them. As a rule of thumb, a compressor supplies on average around ten filters.

The compressed air is pushed through these filters which results in a decrease of the downstream pressure level. Typical filters generate a pressure drop of between 50 mbar to 400 mbar depending on the needed quality of the compressed air. Due to this pressure drop across the filters, a certain amount of the stored energy is lost. Consequently, the operational energy usage of a compressed air network can be reduced by using filters with lower pressure drop. The selection and installation of low pressure drop filters, maintaining the desired separation efficiency are not only of high economical interest but can also be very valuable contribution to reaching national, continental and global goals of the reduction of CO₂ emissions.

The primary aspect for choosing an appropriate compressed air filter is the minimum requirement for the compressed air quality. The procurement manager may come to a decision based on two thoughts. Firstly, he may choose the filter only based on the purchase price. This results in minimized invested money, but may come at the price of increased operational cost because of the described pressure drop. Secondly, he may take into account the whole life cycle, including the initial investment and the costs (energy) during operation and disposal/recycling. An optimization of the costs and energy usage over the life cycle is a prerequisite for an economically and ecologically sustainable use of compressed air.

However, as of now, there is no support of the end use for the selection of a compressed air filter, based on a realistic assessment of the total cost and energy consumption. Also no study on the performance of compressed air filters was found in the scientific literature. In this study, a first approach towards eco-labeling of compressed air filters is presented based on suitable product category rules [3]. Comparable eco-labeling has already been established for Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) filters and electronic household appliances. The approach presented here is closely linked to the labeling of HVAC filters. It is based on CO₂ footprint estimations and can be considered as a first step towards labeling of the whole compressed air supply chain [4].

Fig. 1 Scheme of a compressed air supply system consisting of 1-compressors, 2-compressed air filters, 3-water oil separator, 4-refrigeration dryer, 5-adsorption dryer, 6-heat exchanger and 7-process machines (image used with permission).
Table 1  List of labeling programs in the filtration business.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product category rule</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water filter</td>
<td>EDF-environment and development foundation</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>CO₂ certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle air filter</td>
<td>Environmental declaration of products</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Type III declaration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC filter</td>
<td>Eurovent association</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Certificate energy efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum cleaner</td>
<td>European commission (EU energy label)</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Certificate energy efficiency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Development of an Energy Labeling Procedure for Compressed Air Filters

2.1 State of Labeling in the Filtration Industry

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) requests in its Fifth Assessment Report to strengthen and expand energy labeling programs and corresponding public procurement regulations on a regulatory basis [5]. Further on it gives reasons to encourage voluntary agreements on energy targets, adoption of energy management systems or resource efficiency. Additionally, the IPCC requests to raise carbon and/or energy taxes for both buildings and industry, and increase the incentive to introduce energy related labeling. In some fields, like electronic household appliances, such labeling is already very common. In the field filtration, only a few such labeling programs exist. These initiatives are summarized in Table 1. Despite its high importance for the global energy consumption, no such program exists to label compressed air filters. Further information on the success and acceptance of eco-labels and energy labels are given [6-9].

2.2 Compressed Air Filters Life Cycle, Comparison of Production, Operation and Recycling Phase

The approach taken here is based on the basic framework of a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). An LCA is used to assess the environmental impact of a product or process “from cradle to grave”, i.e. mainly during three phases, development and production, operation and recycling and waste management [10, 11]. Here, only the CO₂ emissions as the probably most important contributor to the filters’ environmental impact are taken into consideration. The approach taken here may therefore be understood as a first step towards an LCA for compressed air filters.

The determination of the CO₂ emissions during production and disposal/recycling was found to be not straight-forward as the necessary data was not available from the filter manufacturers. In order to estimate the CO₂ emission, the typical materials of a filter were listed in first step. These materials are mainly glass fibers, plastics and metal. In second step, the absolute weight of each of the materials was determined. In the third step, the specific CO₂ equivalents of those materials were extracted from the ProBas data base (process related basic data for environmental management systems) for both the production phase and the recycling phase. The German Environmental Protection Agency (Umweltbundesamt, UBA) places this service at everyone’s disposal [12]. The total CO₂ equivalent emissions during the production and recycling phase were calculated based on the data from the database.

The compressed air filter by itself produces no CO₂ during operation. CO₂ emissions related to the use of compressed air filters, therefore, solely stem from the energy input needed to overcome the pressure drop of the filter. Thus, additional energy has to be provided by the compressor and results in increased electricity usage by the compressor. The (additional) use of electrical power can directly be related to the CO₂ emission.

Fig. 2 shows the result of the estimation of CO₂ equivalents for a typical 300-m³/h-filter for the production and recycling phase as well as the
operational phase. An operational phase of one year was assumed for the filter based on the very common recommendation of the filter manufacturers for their annual replacement. As can be seen, the CO₂ emissions of a compressed air filter are drastically dominated by the operational phase. Such a behavior is confirmed [2]. As mentioned above, the emissions are clearly caused by the energy usage to overcome the pressure drop introduced by the filter. It is therefore obvious that a meaningful eco-labeling must be based on the pressure drop of the compressed air filter, but at the same time, taking into account the filter efficiency. The labeling procedure development is described in the following paragraphs.

2.3 Product Category Rules

Compressed air filters are grouped into four categories: coalescence filters, particle filters, adsorptive filters and water separators. The evaluation of compressed air filters is described for these four categories in ISO 12500 (part 1 to part 4). This standard was issued with the intent to facilitate comparisons and qualifications of compressed air filters under defined conditions like manufacturer rated flow rate, pressure level and operating temperature. However, the main focus of this standard is on the separation efficiency. In view of economical and ecological benchmarking of the filters during their operational phase, the pressure drop therefore has to be determined on top of the standardized measurement.

2.3.1 Coalescence Filters

Coalescence filters are used to remove oil droplets from a compressed air flow. This is necessary because oil is used for lubrication of many compressors and can be aerosolized during operation. The oil droplets are captured inside the filter, coalesce and saturate the filter. During this process, the pressure drop of the filter rises. The increase of pressure drop among others depends on mass concentration of oil droplets, temperature, sort of oil, flow velocity and some more

Fig. 2 Assessment of the (equivalent) CO₂ emissions of a typical compressed air filter during its life cycle.
parameters [13-16]. When the saturation reaches a certain level, the oil starts to drain. Under normal conditions, the saturation level and therefore, the pressure drop of the filter remain constant.

For a benchmarking of filters, all these parameters have to be standardized, i.e. constant, equal and the saturation level has to be well defined. Only the pressure drop of the saturated filter, which resembles the filter under normal operation is taken into account for eco-labeling. The measurement procedure is well defined in the ISO 12500-1.

2.3.2 Particle Filters

Particle filters are used to remove solid particles from a compressed air flow. Solid particles either stem from the intake air or generated by mechanical processes during compression (e.g. abrasion) or corrosion. The fractional separation efficiency, i.e. the collection efficiency as a function of particle size is measured according to ISO 12500-3. During operation, the collected particles remain in the filter and lead to a continuous increase of the pressure drop. This process of blocking continues during the entire operational phase and is neither reversible nor reaches equilibrium. Thus, the only defined state of pressure drop is provided by the unused filter. Consequently, only the pressure drop of new filters is reproducible and can be taken into account for eco-labeling.

2.3.3 Adsorptive Filters

Adsorptive filters are used to remove gaseous contaminations from a compressed air flow. The test procedure is described in ISO 12500-2. The gaseous contaminations are either suspended in the environmental intake air or generated due to vaporization of oil droplets and other components (e.g. additives). The gaseous components are removed mostly by adsorption on activated carbon. The most important parameter is the break through curve which describes the adsorption capacity as function of the loading. The pressure drop is usually not in the main focus when adsorptive filters are tested and used to clean compressed air. The currently available dataset is therefore too scarce for the development of a meaningful eco-labeling and therefore, not further pursued here.

2.3.4. Water Separators

Water separators are used to remove water droplets or even huge amounts of liquid water from compressed air flows. The test procedure is described in ISO 12500-4. Compared to coalescence, particle and adsorptive filters water separators are not widely used. Thus, the currently available dataset is too scarce for the development of a meaningful eco-labeling and therefore, is not further pursued in this work.

In the next paragraphs, the development of labeling procedures concerning the operation behavior of compressed air filters is described. The evaluation is limited to coalescence and particle filters for rated pressure levels less than 16 bar, because of their high relevance for industry and the availability of a sufficient dataset.

3. Methods and Results

3.1 General

Compressed air filters are available in a huge variety of configurations and models. They can totally differ in flow rate, size, pressure level, separation efficiency and pressure drop. For example, the offered flow rates of compressed air filters are found in a range between less than 35 m³/h up to more than 10,000 m³/h. In addition, different classes of separation efficiencies are available in each of more than 20 filter sizes.

The filter size is defined by its rated flow rate. The filters of different size within the same filter series are commonly designed to exhibit the same pressure drop if the filters are used with their rated flow rate. Fig. 3 shows three of compressed air filters with very different sizes. Taking into account the different categories of compressed air filters, a common labeling procedure is only possible with a clear and simple structural classification of all the filters.
An eco-labeling method has to be based on a comparison of the pressure drop of filters during operation. Due to the different operation, application and internal geometries, separate labels have to be used for the different product category rules, i.e. for coalescence and particle filters. It is furthermore certainly not very meaningful to compare the pressure drop of a low efficiency filter (separation efficiency of about 85%) to those of a high efficiency filter (separation efficiency of about 99.99%).

Taking into account the aforementioned thoughts, a two-level classification was developed for compressed air filters. The first level of classification is the product category (coalescence filters and particle filters). The second level of classification is the separation efficiency. This second classification level is necessary, because a higher pressure drop may be permissible for filters with a higher separation efficiency. By measuring both the separation efficiency and the pressure drop, a filter can first be classified according to its separation efficiency. Afterwards, the pressure drop is evaluated to judge on the energy efficiency or carbon footprint of this filter within its separation efficiency class.

To take into account the different sizes of compressed air filters, the tests of separation efficiency and pressure drop always have to be carried out at the rated flow rate of the filters. The rated flow is an operational parameter which is defined by the manufacturer and clearly assigned in the filter spec sheet. The specification of the rated flow belongs to the responsibility of the manufacturer.

Last not least, a test procedure has to be applied a well defined protocol in order to assure good reproducibility irrespective of the filter test laboratory. This ensures defined and equal test conditions, concerning challenge aerosol mass concentration, pressure level, droplet or particle size distribution, sort of oil or particles, temperature and humidity for each of the tested compressed air filters. In the case of compressed air filters, the ISO 12500 part 1 (coalescence filters) and part 3 (particle filters) were taken as the basis for the measuring method to establish an ec-labeling for compressed air filters.

During the last decade, IUTA tested a multitude of compressed air filters applying ISO 12500 procedures. A database was generated from the test results. The results were statistically evaluated and anonymously grouped in appropriate classes of separation efficiencies with respect to the category rules as described below. All filter manufacturers provided their written consent to use their anonymized data here.

### 3.2 Coalescence Filters

The classification of the separation efficiencies of coalescence filters is based on the purity classes of compressed air filters. These purity classes are well defined in ISO 8573 part 1 and are based on the measured oil content in the compressed air. Four classes with different maximum concentrations of 5 mg/m³, 1 mg/m³, 0.1 mg/m³ and 0.01 mg/m³, respectively are given in the standard. On the other hand, the test procedure for benchmarking compressed
Table 2  Proposed separation efficiency classes of coalescence filters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class no.</th>
<th>Range of separation efficiencies (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt; 99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>99-99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>90-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt; 90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4    Pressure drop ranges of coalescence filters for the four different separation efficiency classes according to Table 2 along with a proposal for energy labeling within each class no. denotes the number of filters found in each class.

Air filters is defined in ISO 12500 part 1. Within this standard, the common challenge concentration of the oil aerosol is specified to 10 mg/m³. Based on these two standards, four separation efficiency classes are defined in this work and listed in the Table 2. A total of 29 coalescence filters were evaluated, out of which 13 fell into class 1, 11 into class 2, four into class 3 and only one into class 4. Hence, the majority of investigated filters had a high separation efficiency of > 99%.

Fig. 4 shows the result of the evaluation of IUTA database concerning the above mentioned separation efficiency classes and the measured accompanying pressure drop. The pressure drop is shown for each size class as a box plot diagram. The first, second (median) and third quartile are represented as the box, whereas, the whisker gives the minimum and maximum measured pressure drop. The box plot diagram shows the expected correlation of the mean pressure drop and the separation efficiencies within classes 1-3, i.e. a higher separation efficiency causes a higher pressure drop. Only the pressure drop of the filter in class 4 did not follow this rule. It should be noted that class four currently only contains a single filter which may not be representative. Class 4 filters are typically used as pre-filters and have a different internal geometry than higher class filters, which may be the reason for the rather high pressure drop.
However, production costs for such pre-filters are usually lower than for higher class filters.

On the left hand side of each class (Fig. 4), the suggested pressure drop ranges for the eco-labeling are plotted. The background for suggestion is:

The pressure drop labeling depends on the separation efficiency classes (label A in class 1 allows a higher pressure drop than label A in class 4);

The pressure drop range in each label gets smaller with lower separation efficiency;

The whole range in each separation efficiency class should cover most of the measured pressure drop values;

The pressure drop range is subdivided into seven equidistant labels A through G (comparable to the labeling for household appliances).

This suggestion is similar to the suggestion in the Eurovent Classification of HVAC Filters.

Fig. 4 clearly shows that the distribution of pressure drop within each class is rather scattered. The reason for the scatter is not yet clear, but likely caused by different filter geometries and materials. Since some of the measurements are already older, the filters are no longer available for inspection. Future investigations will try to scrutinize this effect more.

3.3 Particle Filters

The classification of the separation efficiencies of particle filters is based on the classification of HEPA/ULPA filters (High Efficiency Particulate Air filter, Ultra Low Penetration Air filter) which is defined in DIN EN 1822 (German European regulation). In this study, these classes are combined to get at least 5 classes of separation efficiencies for compressed air filters as shown in Table 3.

The DIN EN 1822 specifies the particle size at which the separation efficiencies have to be determined to the Most Penetration Particle Size (MPPS). The MPPS depends among others on the face velocity and the structural parameters of the filter medium and is typically found in the range of about 0.1 µm. This particle size can be measured easily at ambient conditions but at a pressure of e.g. 10 bar, particles smaller than approximate 0.2 µm are not detectable due to the lack of suitable measurement equipment. For the detection of particles in the size of 0.1 µm, the compressed air has to be expanded to atmospheric pressure to use conventional aerosol measurement technology. But due to the reasons listed below, it is suggested to measure under pressure and at a particle size > 0.2 µm.

A particle size larger than 0.2 µm is readily measurable under compressed conditions (e.g. using welas P or HP, Palas GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany).

Expansion of compressed air to ambient conditions is generally possible by using a diffusor. The size distribution of the expanded aerosol can then be measured down to particle sizes of 2.5 nm using a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS, available from a variety of manufacturers). However, the expansion is known to alter the size distribution due to shear forces acting on the particles/droplets and evaporation of the droplets and therefore, introduces rather strong artifacts. Since the particle transfer function of the diffusors is unknown, these artifacts cannot be corrected. The measurement of particle size distributions under pressure is thus more reliable.

In ISO 12500 part 1, the aerosol for the testing compressed air filter is described. The number size distribution of the polydisperse test aerosol should have a maximum between 0.1 µm and 0.4 µm. With the commonly used test aerosol generators, the produced size distributions are fairly broad and thus, there are still sufficient particles in the size larger than 0.2 µm to measure the separation efficiency with high statistical confidence even of high efficient filters.

The Eurovent Association offers more than ten certification programs. One of these programs applies to air filter elements rated and sold as “Medium and Fine Filters Class M5, M6, F7-F9” as defined in EN 779:2012. EN 779 defines the test procedure to validate those filters and the definition of the different
Table 3 Separation efficiency classes of HEPA and ULPA filters according to DIN EN 1822 and suggested classes for compressed air particle filters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIN EN 1822 high efficiency air filters</th>
<th>This work compressed air filters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Separation efficiency (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U17</td>
<td>&gt; 99.999995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U15</td>
<td>99.9995-99.99995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H14</td>
<td>99.995-99.9995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H13</td>
<td>99.95-99.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E12</td>
<td>99.5-99.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E11</td>
<td>95-99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10</td>
<td>85-95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Separation efficiency classes is based on the separation efficiency belonging at a particles size of 0.4 µm, which is assumed to be close to the MPPS of these filters and can be readily measured by filter test institutes using optical aerosol spectrometers. Thus, the procedure to define separation efficiency classes by regarding just one particle size is well established and accepted by the industry.

Taking the arguments into account, the available data on size dependent particle separation efficiencies of compressed air filters were checked in order to define a particle size that can be used to define the separation efficiency classes. The IUTA database includes a total of 23 particle filters which were evaluated.

The structure of the graphical representation of the results is the same as seen in the Fig. 4. The primary step is the classification of the separation efficiency and the secondary step according to the accompanied pressure drop within each class. The separation efficiency was evaluated for five different particles sizes (0.21 µm, 0.29 µm, 0.44 µm, 0.65 µm and 0.94 µm). The evaluated sizes were defined by the pressure-proof optical spectrometer (Palas welas system) used for the measurements. The evaluation for the 0.21 µm and 0.29 µm particles showed nearly the same results concerning the number of filters per efficiency class, resulting in very similar box plots for the accompanying pressure drop. The results for the other sizes were found to not be very meaningful. Regarding the 0.44 µm particles for example, nearly all the filters were found in the same separation efficiency class (class 2) because larger particle are separated with increasing efficiency. Thus, the difference in separation efficiency becomes smaller and smaller. This also shows that for the investigated filters, the MPPS was below 0.44 µm. Therefore, only the results for the smaller particles can be used for the classification of the filters for separation efficiencies > 85%. On the other hand, the 0.21 µm particles size is very close to the lower detection limit of the available particle measuring systems for compressed air (typically around 0.2 µm). It is hence suggested to measure the separation efficiency for particles with a size of approximately 0.3 µm (here 0.29 µm) for the classification of the separation efficiency of particle filters.

Fig. 5 shows the result of the evaluation of the IUTA database for particle filters concerning the above mentioned separation efficiency classes and the accompanied measurement of the pressure drop. According to the classes defined in Table 3, only a single filter from the IUTA database was found to comply with the requirements for class 1, six filters fall into class 2, nine filters into class 3 and four filters each into classes 4 and 5.

The box plot diagram shows the expected correlation of the mean pressure drop and the separation efficiencies within classes 1-4, i.e. the higher the separation efficiency the higher the pressure drop. That’s what could be expected. However, the pressure drop of the class 5 filters deviate from that correlation and show
higher pressure drop. This is comparable to the findings with coalescence filters, where also the filters with the lowest efficiency showed a higher pressure drop than expected from the correlation within the higher classes. Class 5 filters are also used as pre-filters and have a different geometry than filters in classes 1-4, which is assumed to produce the higher than expected pressure drop. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the pressure drop data for all classes with more than a single filter are quite scattered.

4. Conclusion

In this study, an approach towards energy labeling of compressed air filters based on carbon footprint was introduced. This follows a recommendation by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [6] who recommended the introduction of energy labeling in a wide range of applications as a tool to reduce the \( \text{CO}_2 \) footprint in industrial processes. The approach presented in this work is mainly based on the operational behavior of these filters, because it was shown that the \( \text{CO}_2 \) footprint of the production, distribution and recycling phase can nearly be neglected compared to \( \text{CO}_2 \) footprint of the operational phase. On the other hand, the \( \text{CO}_2 \) footprint of the operational phase itself is dominated by the pressure drop of those filters during operation. The filters themselves do not produce any \( \text{CO}_2 \) but the higher the pressure drop of the installed filters the higher the electrical power consumption of the compressors. The pressure drop is unavoidable and the main goal to reduce the \( \text{CO}_2 \) emission is among others the installation of compressed air filters having lowest pressure drop at required separation efficiency. A procedure was developed to compare the energetic footprint of compressed air filters even in the case of totally different applications, wide range of separation efficiency classes and widely spread operational
parameters. In a first step, the compressed air filters were divided in categories of application. In the present case, the range of applications was limited to coalescence and particle filters for compressed air, because a sufficient database was only available for these two filter types. A similar labeling procedure can also be applied to adsorption filters or water separators for compressed air in the future, when sufficient data are available. In a second step, the range of separation efficiencies of filters belonging to a specified category were divided in several classes and defined according to some useful current normative regulations. Last but not least, the pressure drop of the filters of a specified category and a certain separation efficiency class determines the basis for an energy label of a compressed air filter. The evaluation of a total of 29 coalescence and 23 particle filters revealed a large scatter of the pressure drop of the filters within each efficiency class. This results in a similarly large scatter of the operational energy requirements and hence costs during the use phase of these filters. Although the number of filters evaluated in this study is still rather small, this already clearly shows the need for an energy labeling system in order to allow the end user to choose a filter which keeps the costs and CO2 emissions low. Still, the approach presented here should be seen as a first proposal towards energy labeling of compressed air filters that will need to be refined as more data become available. The introduction of a quality factor or figure of merit as an additional parameter may also be useful in the future [17, 18].
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